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On The Road 
By Norm Bowers, Local Road Engineer

Which way are we going?

continued next page u

Last month my article discussed 
knowing the measures of our job 
so we can do our job. For road 

superintendents it is such things as: 
	Miles of blacktop
	Number of bridges
	Number of deficient bridges
	Number of employees
	Budget

While we need to know certain measures to do our job 
and explain our operations, these measures just give us a 
snapshot at one point in time. It is important to know where 
we are currently, but the bigger and harder question is in 
which direction we are going. In the case of roads, are they 
are getting better or getting worse? 

It is important to know if the road system is getting better 
or worse, however it is not that easy. Sure, a lot of people 
will give you opinions, but it is unlikely those opinions 
are based on facts. An outsider driving your roads gets an 
impression of the current condition, but certainly won’t 
know which way the condition is trending. Neglected roads 
and bridges deteriorate slowly, so even a commissioner 
that has been in office for four years might not notice 
much change. A few counties have pavement management 
systems that might have some historical figures on road 
condition, and you could compare road conditions 10 years 
back with current conditions. However, most counties don’t 
have accurate and detailed management systems, and will 
have to resort to mathematics. 

Bridges are the easiest to understand because we have good 
figures on bridges. A bridge life is about 75 years. So a 
county with 75 bridges should be replacing on average one 
bridge per year. If you are replacing less than one bridge 
per year then the bridge conditions are deteriorating; if you 
are replacing more, then bridge conditions are improving. 
I just looked at the 2012 county annual reports submitted 
to KDOT and Kansas counties replaced 131 bridges. The 
problem is that there are 20,000 county bridges, so just to 
maintain current bridge conditions we should have replaced 

266 bridges. The math shows county bridge conditions are 
deteriorating, and at the current rate, eventually we will 
need to close half our bridges. Of course, conditions vary 
from county to county but the overall statistics for the state 
are pretty bleak. Anyway I would suggest that you do the 
calculation for your county, divide the number of bridges 
by 75, and that is how many bridges the county should be 
replacing every year.

The condition of blacktop roads is a concern in most 
counties, and there are ways to tell if the condition is 
improving or deteriorating. As a rule of thumb, a chip-
seal road needs to be patched and sealed on a four- year 
schedule. So if you have 100 miles of blacktop you should 
be chip sealing 25 miles per year. If you don’t have that 
much chip seal in the annual budget, you have too many 
chip-seal roads. Some counties have placed a 2” overlay on 
some of their chip-seal roads. An overlay will last longer 
than a chip seal as it adds some structure to the road.  As 
a rule of thumb the first overlay will last eight years. So 
for your overlaid roads the annual budget should include 
overlaying 1/8th of your roads. Many counties have depaved 
(turned back to gravel) many miles of chip seal road. But 
even though your county has cut back on blacktop roads, if 
you aren’t chip sealing at a 4 year interval or overlaying at 
8 years, the miles of blacktop roads are still not sustainable 

FIGURE 1 Potholes are common problem due to reduced 
maintenance on asphalt roads.
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in the long term. Again, I checked into the statewide 
2012 county annual reports and Kansas counties maintain 
13,188 miles of asphalt road, and are performing enough 
maintenance for 12,000 miles. So it looks like many 
counties will need to depave more miles.

Most counties budget based on a three-year period. We 
look at the budget and expenditures for the preceding year, 
and the budget and projected expenditures for the current 
year. Then with this information we develop a budget for 
next year. The problem with this approach as it relates to 
infrastructure such as roads and bridges is that it infers that 
the budget for the last two years is adequate to maintain the 
roads in their current condition. While the current budget 
affects the amount of work that can be done in one year, the 
condition of the roads and bridges is actually dependent on 

FIGURE 2 Not the proper solution to potholes.

the amount of work done over decades. That is the reason 
we need to consider whether the road system is improving 
or deteriorating. 

Rather than just looking at budgets for the last two years 
the county should also look at long term trends. Examine 
the staffing level and budget in all departments 10 years 
ago, and consider if the trends make sense in light of 
the current needs of the county. The county should also 
consider the level of service provided: Is the condition of 
the roads good enough, and are road conditions improving 
or deteriorating? If road conditions are deteriorating we 
need to understand that if we don’t do something now we 
are pushing problems into the future.  n

If you like roads, and who doesn’t, you may be interested 
in my twice monthly email on current road issues and road 
items of statewide interest. If you would like to receive 
these emails just send me an email request with position, 
and county or company at bowers@kansascounties.org.
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